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Latest developments in transfer pricing: the new regula-
tion on transfer pricing documentation  

1. Background  

Recent years have seen significant regulatory action on intragroup transfer 
pricing. First, Law Decree No. 50 of 24 April 2017 amended Art. 110, 
para. 7, of Presidential Decree No. 917 of 22 December 1986 to incorpo-
rate into law the arm’s length principle to determine transfer prices. Fol-
lowing the amendment, important guidance was provided by the Ministry 
of Economy and Finance with its decree of 14 May 2018 on the proper 
application of the arm’s length principle to evaluate intragroup transac-
tions; the decree also tasked the Italian tax authority with updating the 
provisions on transfer pricing documentation.  
Accordingly, Regulation No. 360494 (“2020 Regulation”) was issued 
on 23 November 2020, which sets out the new rules on transfer pricing 
documentation requirements. It replaces the previous Regulation No. 
137654 of 29 September 2010 (“2010 Regulation”) and is effective as of 
the current tax year. 
The new rules implement Art. 1, para. 6, and Art. 2, para. 4-ter, of Legis-
lative Decree No. 471 of 18 December 1997, which introduced the pen-
alty protection regime for taxpayers that submit documentation that 
enables the Italian tax authority to verify that the transfer prices are 
consistent with the arm’s length principle. 

2. The main changes introduced by the 2020 Regulation 

Similarly to the previous regulation, the 2020 Regulation requires submis-
sion of a documentation set that includes a master file – which must in-
clude an overview of the MNE concerned – and a local file, which must 
contain details of intragroup transactions carried out by the local entity (or 
by an Italian permanent establishment) in a given tax year. However, the 
2020 Regulation – which enacts guidelines from “Action 13: Transfer Pric-
ing Documentation and Country-by-Country Reporting” (issued in 2015 
as part of the OECD BEPS project) – requires a more complex documen-
tation set in terms of information requirements.  

The most significant changes concern the following:  

• Documentation set: For penalty protection purposes, the 2020 
Regulation eliminates the 2010 Regulation’s distinction between 
‘holding’, ‘sub-holding’ and ‘subsidiary’ and thus requires each tax-
payer to prepare a local file and a master file. 
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• Master file: This, as required by Action 13, must contain addi-
tional information to that required by the 2010 Regulation, the 
main information being: (i) a description of the MNE’s value chain 
in order to identify the main drivers of business; (ii) a list of the 
MNE’s intangible assets, including the name of the associated 
owner, the overall strategies for their development, details of in-
tragroup IP agreements, and the transfer pricing policy in place for 
R&D; (iii) a description of the financial activities, including the 
MNE’s financing arrangements, the role played by any related 
companies that perform centralised financing functions, and the 
transfer pricing policy in place; and (iv) a list and brief description 
of advance pricing agreements with, or issued by, the tax authori-
ties of the countries the MNE operates in, which must outline the 
subject of the agreements, their content and their periods of valid-
ity. The master file can also be prepared in English. 
 

• Local file: In addition to the information required by the previous 
regulation, the 2020 Regulation requires: (i) a description of finan-
cial information, including documents that reconcile the financial 
data used to apply the transfer pricing method with the financial 
statements; and (ii) a copy of each of the existing unilateral and 
bilateral/multilateral advance pricing agreements to which the lo-
cal entity is not a party but which are nevertheless connected to 
the intragroup transactions. 
 

• Low value-adding services: In case of provision of low value-
adding services the following documentation must be provided to 
be able to adopt the simplified approach under the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance’s decree of 14 May 2018: (i) a description 
of the intragroup services, including the beneficiaries, the reasons 
the services constitute low value-adding services, and the reasons 
they are provided; (ii) the related contracts; (iii) details of the cri-
teria used to determine the total costs (direct and indirect) related 
to the service/s provided and the profit margin applied, with a 
precise description of all categories and related costs; and (iv) de-
tails of the calculations that support the value of the services. 
 

• Selection of the transactions to be indicated in documenta-
tion set: Taxpayers may select the intragroup transactions to be 
analysed in the documentation set; the penalty protection regime 
is granted exclusively in relation to transactions for which all the 
information required by the 2020 Regulation has been provided. 
 

• Definition of “small and medium-sized enterprises”: 2020 
Regulation excludes from the definition of “small and medium-
sized enterprises” companies that are controlled by entities with 
turnover exceeding €50 million. As a consequence, these compa-
nies have to annually update the documentation set, including the 
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benchmark analysis.  
 

• Formal aspects: The master file and the local file must be digitally 
signed by the local entity’s authorised representative and 
timestamped. The documentation set must be prepared before the 
submission date of the local entity’s tax return. Unlike under the 
2010 Regulation, the documentation set must include the attach-
ments to the master file and local file in order for the taxpayer to 
be eligible for penalty protection. In the event of a tax audit, the 
documentation set must be provided to the tax authority within 
20 days. Furthermore, if an amended tax return is submitted by 
the taxpayer to correct errors or omissions due to non-compliance 
with the arm’s length principle for transfer prices, the documenta-
tion set may be supplemented and amended accordingly. 

 

Lastly, the 2020 Regulation includes the Italian permanent estab-
lishments of non-resident entities in the definition of ‘local entity’ 
(i.e., entities that may opt for the penalty protection regime), thus 
extending the scope of application of the rules related to the master file 
and the local file. However, the 2020 Regulation does not clarify whether 
the penalty protection regime applies also to adjustments related to the 
attribution of profits or losses to permanent establishments.    

3. Comments on the new framework 

It is clear that, compared to the previous regulation, the new rules are ex-
tremely complex and place a greater burden on taxpayers in terms of the 
information to be provided. The following aspects are the most worthy of 
consideration:  

(i) The obligation to prepare the master file has been extended to 

all taxpayers − even those that until 2019 were required to sub-
mit only a local file. As of the current tax year, taxpayers will 
thus have to submit a particularly complex documentation set, 
which will require accessing information normally in the par-
ent company’s hands. That said, local entities  will be able to 
submit the master file prepared by their parent company if the 
country where the parent company has its registered office 
also requires submission of a master file in line with Action 13.  

(ii) The requirement to include segmented profit and loss state-
ments in the local file reconcilable with the financial state-
ments means that MNE’s will need to carefully check whether 
their accounting management systems provide the type of in-
formation that needs to be included in the documentation set. 

(iii) Operational problems will arise from the requirement to at-
tach existing unilateral and bilateral/multilateral advance 
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pricing agreements to which the local entity is not a party but 
which are nevertheless connected to intragroup transactions, 
as this could entail infringing confidentiality obligations to 
foreign tax authorities or revealing sensitive information, e.g., 
industrial secrets.  

(iv) Taxpayers should also pay close attention to low value-adding 
services. This is because the information required for the re-
lated transactions is particularly burdensome, especially with 
regard to the precise identification of direct and indirect costs 
and the description of their various characteristics.  

(v) The complexity of the documentation set will require careful 
evaluation of the transactions to be selected to include in the 
local file in order to obtain penalty protection, given the ab-
sence of an obligation to include all intragroup transactions. 

In short, the 2020 Regulation requires different and more complex 
information (especially in terms of accounting data) compared to 
the 2010 Regulation. Thus, as of the current year, taxpayers should 
pay careful attention to the preparation of the documentation set 
– especially because only taxpayers that submit complete docu-
mentation sets will be able to benefit from penalty protection. 


